1. Of course, hopes were also high for more deliberation (and changes in policy) on the conduct of the two wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
2. I advised against this on the dispute resolution listserv because I thought it was unnecessary and paternalistic of us to suggest such things to a master community organizer and student of mediation while at Harvard Law School. I knew that the new President-elect was quite aware of consensusbuilding and mediative techniques. The White House soon began a public comment and a public deliberation space on its website, whitehouse.gov: the OFFICE OF In this article, I explore the rationales and practices of deliberative democracy and conflict resolution as they were enacted in the so-called townhall meetings 5 about healthcare in the United States in 2009 and offer my analysis of what went wrong and why. The failure to adapt old conceptions of town-hall meetings to modern political realities in the healthcare-reform battles cautions us to reconceptualize both theory and practice as we try to "scale up" conflict resolution methods for larger, highly conflictual disputes at the societal, not individual, level. At its core, my argument is that naïve political and philosophical theories about the use of "reason" in democratic deliberation fail to take adequate account of two other major modes of modern discourse: bargaining and affective (involving emotion and ethical, religious, or strongly held values) or feeling-based arguments. If dispute resolution techniques based on ADR principles of focusing on parties' needs, interests, and underlying values are to be used for major policy decisions aiming to increase polity participation in decisions affecting the lives of all, then those techniques (and the theories on which they are based) may require some adaptation to largescale moments of deliberation and decision making. At the conclusion of this article, I offer some suggestions for both reconceiving and restructuring such processes for different kinds of uses for different kinds of issues.
II THEORIES OF DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY
Modern deliberative democracy theories derive mostly from the work of social and political philosopher Jürgen Habermas, particularly from his work on "ideal speech conditions" for fair deliberation on political decisions affecting those governed by the decisions made. 6 Like many similar theorists who "privilege" reason, Habermas argues that under certain conditions of equality, fairness, and "uncoerced" speech, decisions should be made on the basis of persuasion with all interested parties able to argue for their "positions."
7 No decision should be adopted unless all those affected by a decision have an opportunity to persuade each other. Habermas, like others who have theorized about public-participation models of communication, 8 is, in fact, quite optimistic about the ability of rational suasion to persuade even those with differing values to come to an agreement. Notions of rational persuasion assume openness to 5 . The most basic critique of these so-called town-hall meetings is that they were not "town halls" at all because they were often addressed to much larger groups (whole congressional constituencies, rather than towns or smaller communities) and because they were not really deliberative or decisionmaking events-they were convened to persuade people to support particular policy choices, more or less already made. hearing other points of view. This assumption did not seem to hold true empirically at the healthcare events, however, for "both" sides appeared to attend with the intent either to persuade people to support the Administration's healthcare proposals or to defeat those proposals-with both sides delivering various forms of "one-way lectures," rather than participatory and attentive conversations. At the outset, these events were not structured as true policydeliberation or decision-making events. Rather, they were designed to persuade-or, at the very best, to educate about what the Administration had already proposed-or to disrupt both the events themselves and the policyadoption (legislative) process.
Many theorists who recognize the complexity and difficulty of highly charged issues-like abortion, gun control, immigration policy, animal rights, discrimination, AIDS and HIV treatment, gay marriage, and war policy-are still hopeful that under proper conditions, those with very different views can come together and, under the right conditions, 9 can deliberate with each other, becoming better informed (and, even occasionally, changing their views); 10 reach decisions by voting, consensus building, 11 or preference trading (negotiation); or, at the very least, come to understand each other better 12 with "recognition" and perhaps also enhanced feelings of "self-empowerment." 13 Deliberative democracy is intended to have many goals: identifying issues for policy development; sifting, choosing, and modifying policy; and sometimes actually facilitating decision making on behalf of various levels of political and legal action. Who defines the goals of any particular deliberative democracy "event" is an important theoretical and practical issue. The goals of the healthcare town halls were somewhat simplistically or amorphously defineddid government representatives seek to persuade members of the public to support whatever plans were in the offing at the time (May through September 2009), or were officials really open to hearing about new ideas and amendments to various proposed bills? On the opposition side, objectives ranged from defeat of any administration proposed plan to more specific opposition. In one sense, the town halls were not a "failure" from the perspective of the oppositionists- the public option was removed from the bill that finally became law. Actually, the wide media coverage of the events probably gave the oppositionists further voice by covering the more dramatic moments of contest and confrontation, raising important questions about media coverage and transparency or confidentiality in deliberative events.
Several other important, recent theorists express more realistic (some would say pessimistic) notions about our ability to rationally deliberate and reach decisions about "the good." In his Tanner Lectures, social philosopher Stuart Hampshire suggested that, after a full life of theorizing about the substantive "good," he had come to realize that in our modern, diverse societies (including value, as well as demographic, diversities), we were unlikely to come to any true agreement on "the good."
14 Therefore, at the end of a long and productive career in moral philosophy, he concluded that we were more likely to come to some agreements-not on "the good," but on procedures for arguing about what policy outcomes we could actually accomplish. In his book, Justice Is Conflict, Hampshire suggested that the Anglo-American mode of adversary argument audi alterum partem, or "hear the other side," could eventually be made an almost universal procedure of fairness and good decision making if we could really give adequate voice and truly listen to the other side.
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In a variety of venues, I have both praised and criticized this basic idea of the universal value of proceduralism and fairness by suggesting that more modern theories of deliberative democracy and conflict resolution, which involve multiple issues and many "parties," should be modified to say, "Hear [and understand] all the other sides."
16 This might also entail some "process pluralism" (or a greater diversity of procedures, not just adversary argument). Concern for fair process or "procedural justice" 17 might be universal, but what process is considered fair might indeed vary in different circumstances. Hampshire did not fully explore these scenarios, but they certainly remain a concern for all dispute resolution scholars 18 20 ). Polarization of most political issues, but especially healthcare, makes gradations and variations of views and policy outcomes impossible to recognize and discuss because voting and other political procedures ultimately require binary decisions: yes or no. Although courts must usually come to win or lose binary solutions, true deliberation before the fact of legislation or regulation could actually permit more nuanced policy outcomes; yet, in fact, modern American political behaviors have tended to make the legislative and regulatory processes more oppositional and adversarial. 21 One essential question was whether there were "multiple" issues to be traded or bargained for or only a "single" issue of support for healthcare (as the Administration proposed). Similarly, to the extent that healthcare became a single (and "signaling") issue of support for the larger political regime, it was not "nested" in the many other issues that could have been deliberated and perhaps traded. The healthcare town halls failed to explore basic principles of complex voting issues (such as simple-majority, super-majority, and Condorcet-preference voting) 22 and multiple-issue trading, a staple of consensus-building procedures. These failures made it virtually impossible for the town-hall meetings to affect policy outcomes (which is not what they seemed to be designed to do).
Like Hampshire, economist-turned-social philosopher Amartya Sen has also recently suggested we need a turn to more realistic political philosophy and policy-choice practices. 23 Because the "perfect can be the enemy of the good," 24 quests for universal theories of political justice, such as John Rawls' classic efforts for a "veil of ignorance," 25 prevent us from more realizable "second best"
injustice reduction efforts when we debate universal and unrealizable "justice." Sen suggests we look at more varieties of experiments on the ground-with empirical data and evaluation-searching for attempts to reduce poverty, disease, war, and the aftermaths of natural (as well as man-made) disasters.
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One size will not fit all, these philosophers caution, in substance or in procedure. Rather than seeking impossible "transcendental" solutions to a myriad of human problems and suffering, Sen suggests we should seek "comparative broadening" by looking more at how other systems deal with similar problems (such as socialized medicine-"horrors" to many Americans, but not to a large part of the rest of the world-and different models of agriculture and food distribution). 27 And, he suggests, there could be a "plurality of sustainable reasons" (instead of a single train of rational thought) for making policy choices. 28 In his recent book, Sen traces more (nonwestern) sources of models for political decision making, in both process and possible choices of action, especially in situations of extreme human devastation-for example, poverty, floods and other natural disasters, and starvation (which he sees as maldistribution and mismanagement of resource problems). 29 These situations require much experimentation (rather than uniform or unitary solutions), as well as different models of management, and then empirical evaluation, along with public (and expert) deliberation.
These more modern "social realist" philosophers continue that other Adam Smithian tradition-not that of the economistic "hand of the free market" Wealth of Nations, 30 but rather the Theory of Moral Sentiments, 31 in which Smith explores both our altruistic and fellow feeling proclivities. He also identifies a need for an "impartial spectator" to measure what we think and do against the evaluative criteria of some outsider who can encourage "critical scrutiny and public discussion" and expose when we are making assumptions about our own insular needs and wants. 32 In this, Smith and Sen may be on to something very important about modern deliberative democracy-a theoretical justification for the practical "third-party neutral" or skilled deliberative democracy facilitator, mediator, or moderator.
Notable political philosopher Jon Elster has looked at constitutional processes and outcomes and, in a now-classic study of comparative constitutionalism, has also described his own version of the perfect as the 26 enemy of the good. 33 Elster argues that France's constitutional formation processes, which were based on first principles of transparency, publicity, and plenary participation, resulted in a highly fractious and politicized process. 34 This led to many regime changes (not to mention killings of revolutionary leaders, all in the name of the great abstract and universal values of fraternité, equalité, and liberté) and constitutional instability. In contrast, the American constitutional-formation process in the same era was characterized by secrecy, committee (not plenary) work, and infamously compromised (not principled) solutions to divisive issues-for example, the continuation of slavery and a nondemocratic Senate, as well as the problematic, indirect election of presidents and appointment of senators). 35 Nevertheless, even with a brutal civil war and over twenty-five amendments, the U.S. Constitution has had a longer and more robust life than France's more "principled" constitution. From this, Elster concludes that process matters and that processes are complicated to structure and manage, depending on the outcomes sought (goals) and those actually achieved (outputs or consequences).
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From this and other work Elster has done on the affective dimension of the role of emotion in democratic processes, 37 it is apparent that true deliberation needs to take account of the process pluralism produced by conflict resolution theory's focus on underlying needs and interests, and at least three separate modes of human discourse: the principled-rational, the bargaining or preferencetrading (negotiation), and the affective and value-feeling, recognizing the importance of the emotional dimensions of discourse. For ease of discussion, Table 1 Expert-facilitator = led by expertise (process or substantive or both) Naturalistic = leaderless, grassroots, ad hoc Permanent = organizational, institutional Constitutive = constitutional Temporary = ad hoc groups or disputants Some predicted effects of process on outcome:
1. Closed (confidential) proceedings are open to vulnerability, inviting more honest and candid expression of interests, needs, and passions; more "trades"; and less posturing.
2. Open (transparent) proceedings require more principled or reasoned justifications, producing more rigidity.
This table places town-hall meetings in the third column. Organized in plenary form, these meetings appeal to basic emotional needs and "passions," rather than to what many hoped would actually happen in the healthcarereform town halls: democratically organized, rational discussion and debate.
So what went wrong when these town-hall meetings, expected to be exemplars of modern deliberative democracy, were disrupted and, as many argued, actually subverted the democratic process? What can the actual practice of the healthcare-reform town halls teach us about both the theory and practice of deliberative democracy?
III WHAT HAPPENED? DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY AND HEALTHCARE REFORM TOWN HALLS
When debate about President Obama's healthcare proposals increased, following the introduction of various congressional bills in 2009 and the failure to develop much bipartisan support (not through any lack of effort by the President and, at least, some Democrats), various politicians-including the President himself and members of the Senate and the House-held community town-hall meetings in the summer and fall of 2009. Many private and public organizations also sponsored a variety of community-based meetings to discuss a very complex set of proposals to reform healthcare, including such issues as coverage of preexisting conditions, coverage of children past twenty-one, public versus private payment plans, 39 portability, closing the "donut hole" left by the Bush-era drug plan, lifetime caps on insurance coverage, and mandatory participation.
The decisions to hold these meetings could themselves be the subject of a separate paper on healthcare reform and dispute processes, implicating issues of venue choice, articulation of goals, coalition formation, and ordering of negotiation partners. 40 Perhaps due to the "capture" of the Clinton-era reform process by insurance and pharmaceutical interests and oppositionists in Congress, the Obama Administration and Democratic strategists, flush from a dramatic Presidential victory and a strong majority in Congress in November of 39. Single-payer plans, of course, were off the table after the Clinton-era failure to pass any major healthcare reforms. 2008, decided to take their reforms directly to the people. 41 Since Obama was elected on a platform of "change," strategists thought plans to change healthcare, in the face of identifying healthcare as a leading issue during the campaign, 42 would be welcomed at the grassroots level. With less planning than dispute resolution professionals would have suggested, some early town-hall meetings were nothing more than relatively open sessions with hundreds-in a few cases, thousands-of participants. In many of the most controversial sessions with Senators Arlen Specter 43 and Claire McCaskill, 44 the Senators appeared virtually alone, with a single microphone, and tried (in some cases, desperately) to control what turned out to be very unruly crowds. When Senator Specter was attacked at one town-hall meeting in Philadelphia-at which he appeared with Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary of Health and Human Services-neither of them seemed to be in control of the microphone or the meeting. There was little ground-rule setting, meeting management, conflict assessment, small-group discussion, or agenda following, which would have been present in more professionally managed large-group policy discussions. 42. Some political commentators suggest that President Obama managed to capture this issue from Hillary Clinton during the Democratic presidential debates by offering "more moderate" change and pointing to her earlier failure. See Pildes, supra note 20 (arguing that one of the potential causes of the "extreme partisan polarization" in modern politics has been the "polarizing personalities of various recent political figures . . . who forged political breakthroughs across party and ideological lines to enact major policy initiatives").
43 High-level government officials, including senators, representatives, and cabinet officers, seemed quite shocked and blindsided by the disrupted meetings. To dispute resolution and deliberative democracy professionals, it seemed almost as if the professional politicians had a romanticized and unrealistic conception of town-hall meetings. It seemed as if they had their own conceptions of what it would be like to "go to the people" in a time far removed politically from the idealized (idyllically depicted) town-hall meetings of seventeenth-and eighteenth-century colonial New England (and continuing in a few smaller or more homogenous locations in the present era).
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In an important op-ed piece in the New York Times during the first set of town-hall meetings, political scientist and deliberative-polling advocate Professor James Fishkin argued research has demonstrated that the idealized town-hall format is not effective in larger groups (those with more than approximately 150 participants). 49 But the town-hall meetings were advertised and managed as meetings for whole congressional districts of over 650,000 voters. And the "intimate" town halls were instead unrepresentative samples of interest groups and particularly committed (and angry) individuals who used the occasions to disrupt the meetings and garner media attention for signs and outbursts denouncing "ObamaCare," "Socialism," and "the Nazi healthcare plan."
In an extreme example from a Dartmouth, Massachusetts town-hall meeting, when asked why he was supporting the Obama-supported "Nazi policy," Representative Barney Frank retorted, "On what planet do you spend most of your time? . . . Trying to have a conversation with you would be like trying to argue with a dining room table." 50 In another heated meeting in California on September 2, 2009, a self-identified small-business owner, Katherine Bragg, screamed at the top of her voice that this healthcare plan was being "rammed down our throats." 51 Bragg exclaimed that when she has tried to call her congressperson in the past, the staff has cut her off, claiming they "know best," and that the office responds to her opposition with emails stating, "Thank you for your support."
52 Her rants at that meeting were met with cheers of approval, and a recording of the event received many viewings later on YouTube. Tempers and words flamed on "both" sides of the "yes or no" of healthcare reform-hardly the stuff of Habermasian deliberative discourse and "ideal speech conditions."
In another widely televised town-hall meeting, opponents of healthcare reform shouted (at close range) at Senator Arlen Specter, a beleaguered, longserving Republican who changed parties in order to hold his seat (unsuccessfully), after being one of the few politicians to cross party lines (on this as well as other issues, like abortion rights). After one calmer and relatively polite participant queried Senator Specter about how citizens were expected to read and understand a bill that even some congressional members had said was too long and complex to read all the way through, Senator Specter responded, "We have to make judgments very fast." This met with such uproarious explosions and paroxysms of shouts and applause that one (watching video of the meeting) cannot even hear his plaintive attempt to defend himself by assuring the gathered citizens: "I understand it before I vote." 53 Commentary following these less-than-successful attempts to engage the populace in a spirited, yet reasoned, debate about healthcare also followed polarized and partisan lines. On the conservative side, commentator Peggy Noonan suggested the Democrats were surprised to learn how the voters really felt, upset by the Obama Administration's assumption that because it had won on an "anti-Bush" campaign in 2008, the Administration was necessarily 50 guaranteed support of its health initiatives. 54 Noonan accused a Democratic operative of calling the healthcare plan "Hillary's revenge." 55 Claiming that the Democrats mistook Obama's victory for a "mandate without context," Noonan (as well as others) implied that after managing the economic crisis with expensive government bailout programs, the population was not ready to endorse another big government program. 56 Noonan accused the "leftosphere and liberal commentariat" of failing to see the town-hall sentiments as "authentic," saying that people "show up only if they care."
57 She also accused the Democrats of criticizing the town-hall meetings from two inconsistent sides, alleging that, on the one hand, the Democrats argued the town-hall participants were "ginned up," carrying swastikas and anti-government slogans. 58 On the other hand, she claimed, the Democrats charged that the disrupters were "suspiciously well-dressed in jackets and ties from Brooks Brothers" and that "[t]hey must be Republican rent-a-mobs."
59
House Leaders Nancy Pelosi and Steny Hoyer were compelled to withdraw a statement they had made, in print and orally, that these town-hall protesters were "un-American."
60 They had complained about the disruptions and were countered with allegations that they were suppressing First Amendmentprotected speech. Conservative commentator Ivan Kenneally wrote about Democrats who were prompted to "cancel appearances and limit their communications to press releases" and who "have attempted to squash public debate under the sheer weight of rhetorical condescension," increasingly aware of "unusually spirited opposition to Democrat proposals for sweeping reform."
61
Kenneally accused the Administration of "attempt[ing] to fast-track an immensely complex piece of legislation, ensuring that a transparent national debate is impossible and that even our legislators remain ignorant of the details of the proposal."
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In a direct attempt to polarize democratic deliberation, commentators like Kenneally accused President Obama and his Administration of having "contempt for public debate [-] Based on their success at leaving Congressman Himes "staggered" with their "reality check from we-the-people," this right-wing group developed this bestpractices manifesto to "organize for success," and urged supporters to "use the Alinsky playbook of which the Left is so fond: freeze it, attack it, personalize it, and polarize it."
68 The suggested best practices included moving oppositionists around the room to disrupt from within, meeting before town halls to plan strategies, holding press conferences before and after to "claim victory"; "rock[ing] the boat early in the Rep's presentation"; "yell[ing] out and challeng[ing] the Rep's statements early"; using protest signs outside the meeting; getting press coverage; developing hostile questions about the "Socialist" agenda and "be[ing] persistent" about asking them; getting the rest of the crowd to applaud your question; and making the questions long and complicated with statistics to put the Rep on the spot, "rattle him," and get him Whether fully organized or not, one town-hall meeting after another was disrupted with leading or loaded questions like those above; 72 hostile shouting, yelling, and screaming; uncontrolled outbursts and applause; and even, in a few cases, physical contretemps, leading to the removal of some protesters and even a few arrests. In very few televised portions of these meetings (and those viewable on YouTube) was an experienced moderator or facilitator present to manage and skillfully shape the conversation in a productive way. Those with President Obama were more orderly and controlled, in large measure because of pre-event and event security and ticketed, if not randomized, attendance.
At least one notable exception was Senator Claire McCaskill's solitary (standing at a podium on her own) but effective presence in presiding over her 69. MacGuffie, Rocking the Town Halls, supra note 67, at 1-2. 70. Sarah Palin managed to cleverly convert this issue into a claim that healthcare reform would result in "death panels" with the government deciding who would live or die. Those supporting healthcare reform explained that (1) there were no such things as "death panels" and (2) healthcare is currently "rationed" by private insurance companies, which could themselves be considered death panels. own town-hall meeting. Given her midwestern, calm, experienced-electedofficial demeanor, 73 she was actually able to keep some calm in her session. Utilizing a method commonly employed in more planned deliberative sessions, she asked participants to put their questions in a goldfish bowl, from which she would choose questions at random, thus delaying and distancing the personal invective and anger of the questioner. Coyly labeled "goldfish bowl democracy" by newscaster Keith Olbermann, 74 McCaskill's town halls, though also disrupted, at least attempted to use some professional facilitator's tools.
MacGuffie, Focused Questions for Congressional Representatives, in Memo Details
In an interview on NBC's TODAY Show, following the disruption of her town-hall meeting, Senator McCaskill remained calm and empathetic to her attackers: "There were thousands of people there. I was proud of the people that showed up."
75 Even after having people scream "No" at her, Senator McCaskill said she didn't take it personally, explaining "these are people that are very distrustful of government." According to McCaskill, the people were misinformed. She appreciated that her state was "evenly divided" between Left and Right, so she was hoping to work toward a "compromise" in the middle for "stable insurance coverage." Commenting that she had brought her eighty-oneyear-old mother to the raucous session, Senator McCaskill said it was hard for her mother, who "isn't used to people who are that rude." She said that, generally, Missourians had "good manners." These people were not very effective, according to McCaskill: "Just because you're loud doesn't mean you're right." When queried as to whether the Administration was "push[ing] healthcare reform too fast," McCaskill acknowledged "pent-up frustration," but said the plan had to be "big and hard" to fix the problem. She was direct and responsive to questions from interlocutors at the town hall and in subsequent television interviews. Senator McCaskill is, perhaps, a more natural large-group facilitator.
In viewing and reading about the disruptions at the town-hall meetings, many factual and empirical questions remain. Though there was much anger and emotion expressed, it remains unclear how much disruption was individually motivated; many of those who shouted in anger had complaints about particular "adverse medical events" of family members, or about cost and financial issues regarding healthcare, while others clearly had much larger agendas than healthcare. Many of the organized protests pertained to specific 73. Of course, it is also possible that her gender had something to do with it; but Secretary Sebelius, also an experienced mid-western elected official, did not fare so well when she appeared at other town-hall meetings. For a discussion on the enormously complicated role of gender in dispute resolution roles, see 76. I write this as both a conflict resolution and deliberative democracy scholar and practitioner, and one who generally favored healthcare reform. Those who were trying to derail healthcare reform could claim that the town halls were quite successful-they helped remove a public option from the plan completely; drew media attention to popular opposition to healthcare reform; and very successfully polarized and simplified an otherwise extremely complex and nuanced issue.
77. The literature of multi-party and group dispute resolution is now replete with its own divergent theories about "groupthink," see generally IRVING JANIS, GROUPTHINK: PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF POLICY DECISIONS AND FIASCOES (1982) (describing the psychological processes at work within group decision making, particularly the human need for peer approval), and evolving extremism, see generally Cass R. Efforts to understand and then correct for these failed efforts at engaging the polity have been many since the town halls were abandoned, and a much more complex healthcare-reform bill was passed (absent the public-health program previously intended to compete with private insurance coverage).
Some claim the disruptions of the town-hall meetings were specific to the issue at hand: healthcare. Healthcare is simply "about life and death." 82 It is not something that we are very rational about. Healthcare is something that everyone needs, that some have and some do not, and that virtually all are dissatisfied with. Healthcare is also a difficult issue because it separates different groups of haves and have-nots. In healthcare, all are stakeholders, but the stakeholders are very differentially endowed. Some have healthcare insurance and good services; some have only one of these things; some have neither. This is an issue that divides by class and geography. Some need healthcare perpetually (the chronically ill); some need it only briefly or temporarily (preventative-care patients, babies and children, or the occasionally ill). Some have single, or rare but catastrophic, healthcare needs (cancer victims, accident victims, or patients undergoing major operations); others are healthy (especially the young, who sometimes act as if they don't need healthcare at all, but whose parents often worry about and pay for their infrequent care and health insurance). This issue divides by age, geography, class, and luck; so there is some randomness and the potential for some empathy. But this also individualizes, rather than collectivizes, the issue. Those who vote are more likely to have healthcare than those who do not (another fact that divides by class and political participation-quite relevant in assessing the representativeness of these meetings).
Then there are the caregivers: dedicated but often unprofessional family members, most often women, 83 and the medical profession and its auxiliariesnurses, aides, institutional and home-based caregivers, and (increasingly now) immigrant workers. This issue also divides by class, geography, and ethnicity.
And then there are the divisions within the professional classes: malpractice lawyers, doctors, insurers, and victims of bad medical treatment or "adverse medical events" (the now commonly used euphemism), which may be suffered by individuals or large groups who can then profit from class actions and other aggregative litigation modes. 84 This pits interest groups of various sorts against 82. Nancy Dubler, supra note 9 (pithily and accurately put). 83. See generally EMILY K. ABEL, WHO CARES FOR THE ELDERLY: PUBLIC POLICY AND THE EXPERIENCES OF ADULT DAUGHTERS (1991) (studying adult daughters' experiences as primary and private source of caregiving for elderly population).
84. In my own brief experience with healthcare reform in the Clinton Administration, Democrats in both the executive and legislative branches sought my advice on how to begin to structure alternative dispute resolution for a wide range of medical disputes. After watching many dedicated politicians, each other, many arguing that the high cost of malpractice insurance drives up the cost of medical care, and that "jackpot" jury verdicts line the pockets of a few "lucky" (from major injuries and accidents?) victims and an elite group of lawyers.
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Then there are the providers and suppliers of services: hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, medical-device companies, and medical-worker unions. These entities often compete for funds, sometimes in zero-sum distributive settings (in both for-profit and nonprofit organizational structures) and sometimes against common "foes" (food and drug regulations, health and safety standards, and the regulatory state, in general).
In short, healthcare-(and public-health-) policy issues have a large number of stakeholders, including everyone in the polity, but these people have very different "stakes" in the policy choices-both in terms of life and life-cycle experiences, as well as professional and financial issues.
In some theoretical models of disputing, this would be a good thing-many different interests could be used to trade and bargain across differently valued preferences 86 on different issues, and trades and bargains could be made. But as this issue developed in a partisan political environment and in a very public forum (in contrast to Hillary Clinton's initial desire to keep the healthcarereform process more private, which Elster suggested was a good thing in the American constitutional-formation process 87 ), it became particularly difficult to make "trades" across class, interest, and role (professional and political) lines. This is slightly more possible in more confidential dispute resolution settings, commonly occurring in mass-tort, employment, and other forms of class-action litigation and settlements. 88 Others argue that the finally enacted law is, in fact, the product of these "unprincipled" compromises, maintaining private insurance with public mandates of coverage, but that legislative negotiation was not the sort of "efficient," bargained-for trading that dispute resolution theorists had in mind. 89 experts, and civil servants work very hard on possible legislation and regulation, these terms fell away as a large part of the Democratic Party's financial base (namely, the most successful of trial lawyers) effectively lobbied to remove these provisions.
85. Contra TOM BAKER, THE MEDICAL MALPRACTICE MYTH (2005) (arguing that the real cause of high insurance premiums is not actually excessive malpractice litigation).
86. See supra 89. In close to thirty years of teaching negotiation (half of them in Washington, D.C.), I have always had to exclude legislative negotiation from the theories and practices that I teach. Legislative negotiation is neither distributive nor integrative. Even "mixed" legislative negotiation (including logrolling, "pork" bargaining, and other terms of art) does not conform to any existing model of negotiation. Thank you to my former student Donald Schriber (UCLA class of 1987) who recognized this in his first of many, many years on the Hill (and especially during the Clinton Administration's healthcare-reform process).
LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS
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So healthcare-with literally millions of stakeholders, both organized into interest groups and not organized at all-may, perhaps, be too vast, diffuse, and divisive a topic on which to model or practice our theories of deliberative democracy. Adding to the complexities of healthcare policy itself are unpredictable medical advances; new illnesses borne by pests, foods, and increased human interaction and transnational travel; 90 staggering cost increases; and the divisiveness of the political process in the midst of an economic recession and two complex wars. The result is a political context that, perhaps, was (and is) too contentious for true, informed "deliberation" on this particularly difficult issue. Complicating this already complex situation is the possibility that healthcare became a "surrogate" for the general expression of opposition to the newly elected political regime. Instead of a truly issue-based discussion, the healthcare debate was the collective action of "sore losers" in the larger political environment. Structuring dialogue around a single issue, when other political issues may be inseparably intertwined, may prove particularly difficult.
Observing the healthcare town halls and the media reaction, one is struck by the daily enactment of one of our key dispute resolution concepts: "reactive devaluation." 91 Whatever one "side" argued for, the other side immediately counter-"attacked" and rejected. In a complex environment like that of healthcare policy, issues are complex and multi-faceted and are not always binary-they can exist on a continuum. The pro and con debate and "agonistic" 92 modes of discourse that were used in these meetings are particularly unhelpful in facilitating "reasoned" and "nuanced" discourse where policy choices are complex, intertwined, and interactive. 93 More sophisticated models of deliberation (including Public Conversations Project's protocols for facilitating difficult conversations 94 ) seek to identify and utilize the sources of disagreement (not only from facts, but from different life experiences), the questions of uncertainty or incomplete information requiring further investigation, and the recognition of a gradation of views on certain subjects. For example, when I helped to co-facilitate deliberative fora for the controversial Proposition 209 in California (dealing with affirmative action in education, employment, and government contracting), we were able to fractionate and compare views about affirmative action in three different spheres-education, employment, and public contracting. Within groups, opinions varied greatly on these three dimensions. Nonetheless, the political process ultimately turned these more nuanced discussions into yes or no votes on a single issue. 95 In addition to reactive devaluation, polarization, and aggregation of issues, these town-hall meetings displayed many other forms of cognitive and social errors in deliberation, negotiation, and decision making 96 (for example, anchoring, overconfidence, irrational escalation, status-quo bias, and endowment effects) with little to no evidence that those presiding over the meetings had any understanding of these concepts or how to manage them.
The town-hall meetings were also procedural disasters. The desire to "go straight to the people," with little thought about process design, made these meetings anarchistic and amorphous free-for-alls, with few formal ground rules and little facilitation or moderating. In some cases, a government officialwhether President Obama, a senator, or a cabinet official-"presided" over the meetings alone, making statements with "positions" and then eliciting random comments from lined-up questioners. There was little to no implementation of the now relatively well-developed formats of large policy debates-no evidence of consensus building, with ground rules, facilitation, brainstorming, recording, and small-group task forces; 97 no guided conversations with position-clarifying questions, as in the Public Conversations Project methods; 98 no Scandinavian study circles; and no AmericaSpeaks-moderated fora 99 with trained facilitators, smaller groups (at seated tables) feeding into larger plenary-group discussions, straw votes, and procedures for ordering and altering discussion topics. A variety of professionals, from AmericaSpeaks's Carolyn Lukensmeyer to Daniel Yankolovich, 100 as well as many other public-policy facilitators, 101 could have LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS [Vol. 74:1 designed much more focused and facilitated processes to deal with these barriers to deliberative democracy. So what were the politicians who created and conducted these town-hall meetings thinking? As noted above, an idealized version of American town-hall meetings may have prevented political strategists from understanding both the "science" and the "art" behind our conflict resolution field. Distinguished scholars, such as Thomas Schelling and Howard Raiffa, have demonstrated that numbers matter, and numbers matter a lot in decision making, negotiation, and dispute resolution.
102 Town-hall-type meetings (like classrooms) have breaking points of about 150, at which it is virtually impossible to carry an orderly conversation while maintaining full interaction among all participants. Thus, modern conflict resolution professionals know that plenary groups must be separated from task, committee, and caucus groups, feeding back into larger groups. Different sets of rules and procedures and different kinds of management, facilitation, and mediation are necessary for different group sizes. Small-group deliberation has its own set of issues and problems, so the two types of deliberative processes must be balanced and measured.
The different functions of deliberative bodies will also affect what processes can be used. Groups of people who vote and make decisions are different from groups of people who gather to learn from and inform their members. How one votes, what order parties speak in, and how discussion is monitored and "handed-off" to others are now all matters of study and best (and varied) practices in group deliberation. Whether group-deliberation events are designed to be informational or "sharing," rather than voting and decisional, is quite significant in terms of planning, structuring, and executing the actual practice of deliberative democracy. Whether groups should be fully transparent and public, or engaged in more confidential but (at least temporarily) secret conversations to reveal real needs and interests or to cut deals or compromises, is not so simple a question as it might appear in deliberative democracy practice, or even in theory. Thus, "realist proceduralists" who actually have experience in managing such complex issues and events are needed as empirical correctives to the overly romanticized and abstracted "procedural philosophy" of both Habermasian theorists and naïve political operatives. Political strategists were blindsided by the organized and acrimonious presence of those known in the facilitation field as "hold-outs," "bad seeds," "troublemakers," "vetoes," "oppositionists," or (in simple nonjargon terms) "difficult people." There are ways and methods of dealing with such people and the situations they put us in during deliberation 103 -short of silencing, removing, and arresting. Screening is one such method, but, like leadership and facilitation, it presents issues for democratic theory in deliberation. Trained mediators can help with "bad seeds" in smaller groups. Skilled public-policy facilitators use public shaming, exclusion, and disarming techniques. Whether such techniques work as well in public and televised meetings remains to be seen, tried, and evaluated.
In one sustained critique of the town halls, political scientist James Fishkin argued for his own "deliberative polling," which selects random members of a polity and then provides neutrally developed factual material to a representative subset. 104 This material is then studied before the group appears at moderated and facilitated discussions of particular policy issues and choices. 105 Fishkin has argued in a series of books and articles that such moderated and moderate discussion actually does change minds and opinions. 106 Although his work remains controversial and not fully empirically validated, 107 Fishkin presents a more modern deliberation model. Information and education first inform the deliberators, as opposed to tapping into strongly held (perhaps atavistic) attitudes and opinions-which are, perhaps, too vividly based on recent experiences or molded by familial, religious, or demographic characteristics and affiliations and, thus, may not shed specific light on particular issues.
Fishkin's models, like other deliberative democracy practices, are structured around trained leaders and facilitators. In contrast to the political theory and empirical studies of Jon Elster, or the feeling-centered and passion-focused political commentary of Senator McCaskill and Peggy Noonan, Fishkin's model still assumes a Habermasian world of reasoned persuasion and argument, even if aided by specific educational and procedural interventions.
Thus, even the new professional models of deliberative democracy leave us with some challenges in constructing effective deliberation fora on such volatile issues as healthcare. As a matter of democratic theory, the question remains whether the role of a professional facilitator or skilled moderator, which seems to be essential for orderly deliberative processes, must be more theorized and justified within democratic theory. 108 If participants are to be equal or, at least, equally heard under "ideal speech conditions," then how are we to justify a hierarchical structure of procedural expertise? Although such roles are justifiable and legitimate, as are other leadership roles in democracy (for example, presidents, senators, and judges), who chooses or votes for the leader or facilitator? Who can remove or reject such a leader-one only encountered in a meeting? By what process should ground rules be chosen? Democratically voted on? "Laid-down" by the expert facilitator? On what authority does the facilitator base her actions? And how much power does she have during a deliberative event to control process, choose speakers, and eject troublemakers? These are important issues and questions for theory and practice alike.
109
The healthcare town halls so vividly highlighted an issue requiring our immediate theory-building and practical attention: the "passions" mode of deliberative discourse. 110 How can, and how should, deliberative democracy deal with passions, emotions, and strongly held values, especially those which seem to be inconsistent with other people's equally strongly held values? Too much democratic and political theory has mistakenly focused exclusively on reason and principle. 111 The economists (and some political scientists and policy and legal scholars) allow traded preferences and instrumental and (ultimately, they hope) efficient bargaining to come into the discourse. 112 But not enough attention has been paid to managing "passions," emotions, values, or the "affective" dimensions in either dispute resolution or deliberative democracy. 113 As a matter of practice, more conventional forms of dispute resolution at the individual level, like mediation, clearly allow emotions in the room. 114 (What mediator would work without a box of tissues?) As our polity is increasingly polarized and exaggerated by extremists and media, there appears to be less and less reasoned deliberation in political discourse, as well as in voting patterns (which increasingly swing alternatively between elections and appear to be less stable). Political realists watching these events must wonder: what planet are the deliberative democracy theorists living on? 115 Deliberative democracy processes in very large groups, with very complex and divisive issues, cannot be casually assigned to such unstructured events as town-hall meetings. What was the purpose of those meetings? To learn what the public in its myriad views actually thought? To get new ideas from lay people about very complex financing, insurance, medical, and economic issues? Or to hope to round up popular support to discipline the recalcitrant Republicans? If this last possibility was the objective, on what planet were the Democratic strategists living on? Having appropriated mass-protest, demonstration, and disruptive tactics from one of the leading organizers of the Left in the 1960s, 116 the "other side" of the healthcare-reform issues then adapted these political strategies to the new Republican or Tea-Party populism, effectively subverting what town-hall planners had hoped would be more civil discourse. But did Democrats really hope and expect that civil discourse and one-way lectures or "information dumps" were going to lead to more approval of their alreadyframed plans? Was the "hijacking" of the town halls really a subversion of truly deliberative processes, or were the disruptive tactics merely an "interruption" of a similarly nondeliberative one-way process?
I am a registered Democrat (by party affiliation), and I am a democrat (in political and philosophical terms), as well as a dispute resolution professional who still believes we can facilitate deliberation of people's different views and come to some understandings, even those with which we really disagree. When the stars align and the facilitators are really well qualified, we actually can make LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS [Vol. 74:1 policy choices and decisions across party lines. But it is also clear that we need to be realists and, as any good facilitator knows, we must have a strategy in place to deal with those "difficult people" outliers, holdouts, and obstructionists. One way to do that is to take strongly held views and emotions seriously and begin to realize that we need all forms of discourse: principled reason, instrumental bargaining, and, in addition, feeling-based claimsinvolving the recognition, if not acceptance, of the passions and emotions of others.
We need to develop a theory of how to weave these three levels of discourse into large-scale and complex political issues. Small-group mediation, facilitation, and overly structured deliberative polling cannot simply be scaled up by the numbers. The numbers and structures matter. Howard Raiffa 117 spent much of the last part of his career trying to understand at what breaking point the number of people present begins to affect the dynamics of decision making and facilitation. He studied how dangerous assumptions of prisoner's dilemma games of "gotcha," "defection," and revenge-seeking (our current mode of political action) could be mitigated by other behavioral strategies.
118 I have spent a large part of my career (as both a dispute resolution professional and feminist theorist) trying to recognize the importance of multiple value systems in any dispute resolution enterprise. If we are to scale up deliberative democracy, we must develop more sophisticated theories and practices with respect to both numbers and feelings.
Perhaps the biggest challenge in all of this is to determine the appropriate goals of such sessions. One might use one strategy to simply inform people about what the government or some other subgroup or party is proposing and to seek their reactions and opinions. This can more effectively be done through other means-like representative political polling.
119
If policy makers are actually interested in generating new solutions or ideas, then other forms of participatory democracy may be better suited to the function than a large and unruly meeting. This is where questions about substantive expertise and more popular or more democratic ideas can get messy. Some policy questionstaxation, financing social-welfare programs, the stimulus package, climate change, and ideas about how to save or restart the economy-are very complex and require scientific, as well as value-based, choices and decisions. This is 117. One of my intellectual mentors. See RAIFFA, supra note 102. 118. Such as the prisoner's dilemma computer game's winning strategy of "tit for tat": be trusting, reciprocal, defect only when defected against, and be forgiving to encourage learning. See ROBERT AXELROD, THE EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION 27-54 (1984) .
119. Not all polling is candidate or election based. Modern pollsters (like my husband!) are often the guardians of democratic information on issues and policy matters. National polling firms like Gallup, NYTimes/CBS, Pew, and the Kaiser Family Foundation have multiple methods for finding out what people think (and want) on many different policy issues. These scientific and random-selection polls can be used by legislators, policy groups, and, yes, interest groups; but the scientific ones (not "push polling") actually give much more accurate and representative information about what people in any level of polity actually think than large, badly managed, "voluntary" group meetings like the town halls.
where the free-for-all of more open and fully participatory meetings differs significantly from Fishkin's deliberative polling and Scandinavia's study circles, where everyone is given information in advance of talking and deliberating. These events are more managed and are still based on notions of rational argument and discussion.
Any major public decision on a major policy issue like healthcare, must also address political theory issues of whether direct or representative democracy will be the better approach. Many issues in American political history were, in fact, "decided" by more popular forms of direct action, if not direct voting-the end of the war in Vietnam, the Civil Rights Movement, and the Women's Movement. All these began in well-organized and spontaneous mass actions fueling more direct participation in the polity. Some of these issues and their events had clear leaders (Martin Luther King Jr., Betty Friedan, and Gloria Steinem); others did not. But these important issues engaged more than merely rational thinking, argument, and reasoned persuasion. Martin Luther King Jr. used biblical, religious, and ethical appeals; the Women's Movement used anger and changed social mores (on such issues as childrearing, divorce, reproduction, and women's employment); the antiwar movement even used some physical violence (draft-card burning, protests before draft boards 120 ). So we know that engaged and participatory politics uses more than argument, reason, and voting.
"Realistic philosophers" like Sen have urged us to use more broadly discovered and more diverse narratives, stories, histories, and data to assess different ways of hearing about and then evaluating particular policy choices. Skilled public-policy facilitators like Larry Susskind have successfully mediated important policy choices in budget allocations, environmental siting, naturalresource utilization (including large-scale global agreements and treaties 121 ), and even highly conflictual value disputes like "faith-based" social and public assistance, animal rights, and abortion-clinic-access rights. 122 Listening to stories, brainstorming alternatives, and finding out what people really value engages all three "senses" involved: reasoned argument (the mind), bargaining and trading (the gut-what we can "stomach" to get what we want from and with others), and our emotional and value-based commitments (the heart). To use all these discourses productively in political debate on highly contested issues requires more structure, more variation in ways of managing political communication ("process pluralism"), and more trust between and among the parties than we currently seem able to muster. 122. For case studies on some successful mediations, see generally THE CONSENSUS BUILDING HANDBOOK, supra note 11.
So pick your next politically divisive issue in healthcare (abortion, stem-cell research, end-of-life decision making) or politics (the conduct-of-war policy, prison policy, economic policy), and imagine what kind of structure for conversation we would need in order to really hear all sides and to truly deliberate and learn from others who feel and think and reason differently than we do. 123 And then think about what facts are needed to understand these issues (for example, what science, medicine, economics, behavioral and cognitive psychology, and sociology must be introduced and understood by the deliberators). Then think about the ways in which what we think and feel can affect (and distort) how we process information, form opinions, and come to our ultimate conclusions. And, finally, even if we could design a truly deliberative conversation on these and other complex issues, consider how our system eventually turns most of these questions into simplistic on or off, yes or no decisions in a two-party system requiring either majority or super-majority votes.
124 Are deliberative democracy, wise decision making, and good policy choices even possible in such a polarized and binary world? Our healthcare debates don't provide much optimism. 125 Rather, the recent town-hall meetings make clear that our efforts to scale up deliberative democracy in dispute resolution remain a work in progress. 126 
